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  Question: 1  

Which option would an administration choose to define the certificate and protect that 
Panorama and its managed devices uses for SSL/ITS services? 

 
A. Set Up SSL/TLS under Policies > Service/URL Category > Service. 
B. Configure on SSL/TLS Profile. 
C. Configure a Decryption Profile and select SSL/TLS services. 
D. Set up Security policy rule to allow SSL communication. 

 

  Answer: B  
 

  Question: 2  

If the firewall is configured for credential phishing prevention using the "Domain 
Credential Filter" method, which login will be detected as credential theft? 

 
A. Using the name user's corporate username and password. 
B. First four letters of the username matching any valid corporate username. 
C. Matching any valid corporate username. 
D. Mapping to the IP address of the logged-in user. 

 

  Answer: D  
 

  Question: 3  

Which three authentication faction factors does PAN-OS® software support for MFA? (Choose 
three.) 

 
A. Voice 
B. Pull 
C. SMS 
D. Push 
E. Okta Adaptive 

 

Answer: A, B, D  
 

  Question: 4  

Which User-ID method should b configured to map addresses to usernames for users 
connected through a terminal server? 

 
A. XFF header 
B. Client probing 
C. port mapping 
D. server monitoring 

 

  Answer: C  
 

  Question: 5  

An administrator has been asked to configure active/active HA for a pair of Palo Alto 
Networks NGFWs. The firewalls use layer 3 interface to send traffic to a single 
gateway IP for the pair. 
Which configuration will enable this HA scenario? 
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A. The firewall do not use floating IPs in active/active HA. 
B. The two firewalls will share a single floating IP and will use gratuitous ARP to share the 

floating IP. 
C. The firewalls will share the same interface IP address, and device 1 will use the 
floating IP if device 0 fails. 
D. Each firewall will have a separate floating IP. and priority will determine which 
firewall has the primary IP. 

 

  Answer: D  
 

  Question: 6  

An administrator using an enterprise PKI needs to establish a unique chain of trust to 
ensure mutual authentication between panorama and the managed firewall and Log 
Collectors. How would the administrator establish the chain of trust? 

A. Configure strong password 
B. Set up multiple-factor authentication. 
C. Use custom certificates. 
D. Enable LDAP or RADIUS integration. 

 

  Answer: C  
 

  Question: 7  

What will be the egress interface if the traffic’s ingress interface is Ethernet 1/6 
sourcing form 192.168.11.3 and to the destination 10.46.41.113.during the. 

 
 

A. ethernet 1/6 
B. ethernet 1/5 
C. ethernet 1/3 
D. ethernet 1/7 

 

  Answer: C  
 

 

  Question: 8  

An administrator sees several inbound sessions identified as unknown tcp in the 
Traffic logs. The administrator determines that these sessions are from external users 
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accessing the company’s propriety accounting application. The administrator wants to 
reliability identity this as their accounting application and to scan this traffic for threats.  
Which option would achieve this result? 

 
A. Create an Application Override policy and a custom threat signature for the application. 
B. Create a custom App-ID and use the "ordered condition cheek box. 
C. Create an Application Override policy 
D. Create a custom App-ID and enable scanning on the advanced tab. 

 

  Answer: A  
 

  Question: 9  

An administrator has enabled OSPF on a virtual router on the NGFW OSPF is not 
adding new routes to the virtual router. 
Which two options enable the administrator top troubleshoot this issue? (Choose two.) 

 
A. Perform a traffic pcap at the routing stage. 
B. View System logs. 
C. Add a redistribution profile to forward as BGP updates. 
D. View Runtime Status virtual router. 

 

  Answer: B, D  
 

  Question: 9  

What are two benefits of nested device groups in panorama? (Choose two ) 
 

A. overwrites local firewall configuration 
B. requires configuration both function and location for every device 
C. all device groups inherit setting from the Shared group 
D. reuse of the existing Security policy rules and objects 

 

  Answer: B, C  
 

  Question: 10  

Which feature prevents the submission of login information into website froms? 
 

A. credential phishing prevention 

B. file blocking 
C. User-ID 
D. data filtering 

 

  Answer: A  
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